Your applications secured

VNS3:vpn
Enhanced virtual private networks for all clouds
Cohesive Networks’ VNS3:vpn is the free, unlimited trial version of our award-winning VNS3 virtual
networking software. Create virtual private networks and virtual private clouds to secure all data in
motion. You fully control the network, encryption keys, and your security settings from a webbased UI or API tools.

Highlights

Increasing cloud capabilities, not complexity

Connect across multiple public,
private, and hybrid clouds

Most cloud virtual private networks (VPNs) do not allow customers
to have insight or control over critical network security and
connectivity features, such as addressing, topology management,
encryption keys, and UDP multicast protocols.

Integrate with existing VPNs,
networking devices, and
technologies
Secure all data in motion endto-end with encrypted VPNs
and IPsec connections

Communications between enterprises and business applications in
the cloud must travel the public internet and are not encrypted
end-to-end.

Comply with industry standards
and attest to control measures
to meet PCI, HIPAA, and more

Connect anywhere via secure IPsec tunnel

Scale cloud networks
Simplify and monitor your
network from a single console.
Reduce runtime fees by
combining network functions
into a single, in-network VM.
Acts as 6 virtual devices in 1:

VNS3:vpn is a software-only network appliance you can use to
create your own cloud-based VPN. You fully control the network
and the encryption keys, unlike any cloud VPN oﬀering.
Create a secure, encrypted IPsec tunnel between your on-premises
edge ﬁrewall (IPsec compliant) devices and to any cloud servers.
Connect up to ﬁve cloud servers into a logical overlay network you
control.
Lowest TCO in the market: truly free.
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VNS3 lowers your Total Cost of Ownership because we price our
software on complexity, not what the hardware guys used to
charge. With VNS3:vpn you get unlimited trial access. Connect 1
IPsec tunnel to 5 cloud servers. Paid editions add connectivity and
plug-in features with ﬂexible pricing options as you grow.
Trial VNS:vpn for as long as your project requires. All VNS3 products
come with basic support to get you started. Scale up to 24/7
support and upgraded editions can add connectivity, high
availability, and network management tools as needed.
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““We needed a security solution that we could heavily customize on the AWS side to
connect multiple sites and locations to the cloud. VNS3 let us build ﬂexible tunnels
beyond Amazon’s built-in VPN capabilities.” - Chris Cata Manager Network Operations at
Foley Carrier Services

AT A GLANCE

Integrate seamlessly

VNS3:vpn is a runtime-only unpaid
version of our network, routing and
security solution. Connect,
Integrate and Secure your cloud
applications with VNS3:vpn.

Integrate with your existing VPNs, networking devices and hardware.
VNS3:net works well with products from Juniper, Cisco, Dell, Netgear,
Fortinet, Watchguard, Dell SONICWALL, Barracuda, OpenSwan, &
more.

VNS3:vpn functions as a hybrid
networking and security device.
Connect between data centers,
cloud regions, or cloud providers.

Choose your cloud
VNS3 oﬀers cloud connectivity for your existing physical
infrastructure and cloud deployments in public, private and hybrid
clouds.

Enhance VNS3:vpn by using:
• VNS3:net container-based
plugin system to build in
additional network functions at
Layer 4 - 7.
• VNS3:ha instantly creates a
highly available mesh network
for failover back up in any
cloud.

Available for Public Clouds:
Amazon Web Services EC2 and VPC, Microsoft Azure, CenturyLink
Cloud, IBM SoftLayer, Google Compute Engine (GCE), ElasticHosts, &
Rackspace.
Available for Private Clouds & Virtual Infrastructure:
Openstack, HPE Eucalyptus, Flexiant, Abiquo, VMware (all formats),
Citrix, Xen, KVM, and more.

We're here to help

• VNS3:ms a single dashboard to
manage and monitor all virtual
networks.

All VNS3 products come with basic support to get started. Scale up
to 24/7 support and upgraded editions can add connectivity, high
availability, and network management tools as needed.

Get started with VNS3:vpn for free:
• On the AWS Marketplace: ow.ly/RmIpE
• On the Azure Marketplace: ow.ly/VZLpw
• On our website: Cohesive.net/VNS3vpn
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